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Introduction to VOSON Lab
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VOSON Lab at the ANU (http://voson.anu.edu.au): Teaching,
research and tool development in areas of computational social
science, network science, web (social) science, big data...
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VOSON Lab formally commenced in 2005
●
New research via Australian Research Council grants:
●

DP0452051 "New Methods for Researching the Existence and Impact
of Political Networks on the WWW" Ackland and Gibson – 2004-2006
●
SR0567298 "Virtual Observatory for the Study of Online Networks
(VOSON)" - Ackland, Gibson, O'Neil, Buchhorn, Bimber, Ward – 2005
●
LP0990974 "The role of online social networks in successful ageing:
benefitting from 'who you know' at older ages" - Booth, Ackland,
Windsor – 2009-2012
●
DP110100446 "The institutional structure of e-government: a crosspolicy, cross-country comparison" – Henman, Ackland, Margetts –
2011-2013
●
DP140103688 “Understanding online attention and user-generated
content creation: An information consumption and production
perspective” - Ackland – 2014-2016
●
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New tools (more below on this)
●
Teaching & training
●

Social Science of the Internet specialisation
in the MSR
●
PhD supervision
●
ACSPRI short courses
●

●

●

Big Data for Social Scientists (R-based course) –
29 Jun – 3 Jul, early bird deadline 6th May
Social Media Analysis (VOSON, NodeXL, Gephi)
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What is big data?
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What is big data?
●

Datasets that cannot be analysed using traditional
methods for particular discipline
in terms of dataset size, 'big' is relative not absolute
(and depends on the discipline) [otherwise the
physical scientists would be only people doing big
data research...not true]
●
if the data doesn't create imperative to innovate
methods, then you probably aren't doing big data
research
●
just because dataset is online or digitised (like a lot
of our data these days) doesn't mean it is big data
●
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The ABS and big data
[“Big Data for Informed Decisions: ABS Big Data Strategy,”
presentation by Gemma Van Halderen, Population and
Education Division, ABS.]
●
Big data in context of 'internet of everything' or 'network of
networks'
●

people (social web) e.g. phone logs/GPS, online social networks
(e.g. Facebook), microblogs (e.g. Twitter)
●
information (traditional web - the WWW) e.g web pages,
clickstreams, website logs
●
things (sensor web) e.g. phones, temperature sensors, medical
instruments
●
places (geospatial web) e.g. geology, land use maps, weather
●

●

Interestingly, the ABS doesn't refer to census data as big data
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What this presentation is not about
●

A growing number of social scientists are
doing research about big data, e.g.
Big data cultures
●
Social implications of big data (e.g.
surveillance society)
●
Big data governance/policy
●

●

This presentation is aimed at social
scientists who are wanting to do big data
research
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Big data and ground truth
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from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starfish
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What is ground truth?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ground_truth
●
In statistical machine learning “ground
truthing” refers to collecting objective data for
training datasets used in supervised learning
techniques
●
In meteorology ground truth refers to data
collected on location ...used for calibrating
remote sensing techniques (e.g. analysis of
satellite imagery)
●
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Ground truth in the social sciences
●

Often harder to establish GT in social science,
compared with physical/computer sciences
behaviour being researched is a construct e.g.
existence of social movement, collective identity,
strategic action fields
●
behaviour is well defined or can be objectively
classified but requires manual coding (domain
knowledge) to categorise observations in dataset (e.g.
is an organisation pro-choice or pro-life?)
●

●

Nature of GT is relevant to how big data will impact
on social science
14

“... data can never speak for themselves and [there is] a need for a reflexive consideration of the
correspondence between research goals and empirical data. ...when trying to extract meaning from
the entirety of Wikipedia’s store of information, we can demonstrate how there is never any kernel
of ground truth behind layers of user generated content. Focusing on the codified ‘big data’ rather
than the processes through which the codification happened runs the risk of concealing the
technologies, motivations and cultures that come together to produce this content.”
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Construct validity of virtual world data
Sociologist Ronald Burt has conducted pioneering
research on social structure of competitive advantage
●
Tendency for people cluster into social groups on the
basis of opportunity structures (e.g. where they live, their
workplace or project team) leads to gaps or holes in the
social structure of communication (structural holes),
which inhibit the flow of information between people
●

●

●

Structural holes can present two types of strategic
advantage, relating to brokerage and closure

Burt is now studying structural holes in virtual world
Second Life
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●

Burt (2011) asks: are network processes in virtual worlds the
same as those in the real world?
●

“Do social networks in virtual worlds have the same effects
observed in the real world? The advantages of network data
in virtual worlds are worthless without calibrating the analogy
between real and inworld. If social networks in virtual worlds
operate by unique processes unrelated to networks in the real
world, then the scale and precision of data available on social
networks in virtual worlds has no value for understanding
relations in the real world. On the other hand, if social
networks in virtual worlds operate just like networks in the real
world, then we can use the richer data on virtual worlds to
better understand...network processes in the real world.”
(Burt, 2011)

Burt, R. (2011). Structural holes in virtual worlds. Booth School of Business (Univ. of Chicago) working paper.
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Australian pro-life/pro-choice web sites, 2005
VOSON hyperlink
network of Australian
web sites focused on
abortion
Force-directed graphing
algorithm clearly displays
assortative mixing on
basis of abortion stance
Note “boundary-spanner”
website with high
betweeness centrality

Ackland and Evans (2005): “The visibility of abortion-related information on the WWW,”
Presented to the Australian Sociological Association (TASA) conference, Univ. Tasmania.
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“Divided They Blog”
Network formed by
1500 US political
bloggers
Each node is a
blogger (red conservative, blue liberal) and each tie
is a hyperlink
Node size is
proportional to
indegree

Adamic, L., and N. Glance (2005): "The Political Blogosphere and the 2004 U.S. Election: Divided They Blog,"
in Proceedings of the 3rd International Workshop on Link Discovery (LINKDD 2005)
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Analysis of Muslim Networking on the
Chinese Web
Joint research with Dr Wai Yip Ho (Hong Kong
Institute of Education)
●
Analysis of web presence Chinese-speaking
Muslims (Hui) on the Chinese Web
●

Role of social media sites such as Weibo and Renren
and Muslim business endeavours within China and
beyond, particularly China-Arab trade linkages
●
By studying networking behaviour of Chinesespeaking Muslims, we aim to show how web analysis
can shed light on everyday life of Muslims in China.
●
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VOSON software
constructed
hyperlink network
of websites
connected to Hui
websites
●
Iterative process,
(e.g
snowballing):
●
2877 sites
manually coded
●
536 relevant
sites are in blue
●
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●

(Manual)
classification:
●

●

●

●

China-Arab
connector
Local Hui
Muslim
Halal
Business
Global Islamic
Religious
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Institutional structure of e-Government
●

ARC-funded project "The institutional structure of egovernment: a cross-policy, cross-country comparison":
Chief investigators: Paul Henman (UQ), Robert Ackland (ANU),
Helen Margetts (Oxford)
●
Research associate: Timothy Graham (UQ)
●

●

Aims:
Assess whether government hyperlink networks reflect offline
institutional structures - is e-government facilitating joined-up
government or are jurisdictional boundaries still a significant
barrier?
●
Use hyperlink data and network science to measure “nodality” of
government – is government at centre of informational networks?
●
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VOSON software used to
crawl around 80 Australian
gov websites (“seeds”) in
2012 (did same for UK)
●
Inbound and outbound links
discovered
●
Also discovered links
between sites connected to
seeds (1.5 degree egonets)
●
After data processing, final
network: 15344 nodes,
171543 edges
●
Colour coding reflects
modularity cluster
●
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●

With a lot of social science (network) research
we want labels on actors and the labelling
can't be done automatically. What to do?
Just focus on the most active/important actors?
This is problematic (but done all the time...).
●
Machine learning to predict labels? But still
need training dataset (i.e. some manual coding
involved)
●
Network sampling?
●
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Examples of big data social science
research (with different levels of
ground truthiness...)
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Using big data to improve migration
flow estimates
●

Migration flow data is often inaccurate
●

●

Demographers use bayesian statistical techniques to
improve migration flow estimates
●

●

implications for demographic forecasting

[e.g. Wisniowski, Bijak, Christiansen, Forster, Keilman,
Raymer & Smith 2013: “Utilising expert opinion to improve the
measurement of international migration in Europe”, Journal of
Official Statistics, 29(4)]

Demographers are now investigating whether big data
(e.g. email, social media, mobile phone logs) can be used
as priors to further improve bayesian estimates of
migration flows (especially in regions such as Africa)
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Are social science models needed in the
big data era?
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Following draws from González-Bailón, S. (2014): "Social
Science in the Era of Big Data," forthcoming in Policy &
Internet.
●
Two views about how Big Data will transform social
science:
●

1) Theory and interpretation will become less necessary –
data will “speak for themselves” - e.g. Anderson (2008)
[Anderson, C. (2008): “The End of Theory: The Data Deluge Makes the Scientific
Method Obsolete.” in Wired magazine.]

2) Data-driven approaches underestimate role of researchers.
Disentangling signal from noise is a subjective process.
Need (social science) context to identify meaningful
correlations (and hopefully causality) in the data.
●

Perhaps unsurprisingly, I support view #2...
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●

In order to insights from Big Data we often
need to reduce them, by:
applying filters (allowing identification of
relevant streams of information) or by
●
aggregating them in a way that helps
identify the right temporal scale or spatial
resolution.
●

●

Social science can help in both of those
stages
30

●

Filters involve sampling, which social scientists know a
lot about. For example with Twitter, research often
involves:
Choosing keywords or hashtags that identify the relevant
streams of information, or identifying set of seed users
from whom to snowball in reconstructing networks of
communication.
●
We access Twitter data via application programming
interfaces (APIs) … these generally do not give access to
the full stream of information so we don't get a random
sample of all activity.
●

●

Both of the above can lead to bias which may lead to
incorrect conclusions
●

e.g. conclusions about composition of communication network on Twitter will be
biased towards most central/active actors if snowball sampling is used
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●

Once we have collected our Twitter data, we need to
aggregate them to construct networks of
communication. Network ties can be:
RTs (retweets) - used to broadcast messages previously
sent by other users
●
@mentions - used to engage in direct communication
with others.
●

●

Conover et al. (2011) found that there is strong
ideological polarization on Twitter when RTs are used
for network ties, but no polarisation when @mentions
are used
●

[Conover, M. D., Jacob Ratkiewicz, M. Francisco, B. Goncalves, Alessandro Flammini,
and Filippo Menczer. 2011. “Political Polarization on Twitter.” in International Conference
on Weblogs and Social Media (ICWSM'11).]
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●

González-Bailón, S. (2014)
●

“Once again, the data cannot speak by themselves,
because a lot of choices are made along the way to
determine how best to analyze them—their
interpretation very much depends on those choices;
which are not data-driven but human....In other
words, Big Data will not bring about the end of theory;
quite the contrary. And social science has a crucial
role to play in the discovery of the biases that are
intrinsic to digital data, as well as in the construction
of convincing stories about what those data reveal.”
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Cautionary tales of big data research
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Facebook emotion contagion experiment
[Kramer, Guillory and Hancock (2014): “Experimental evidence of
massive-scale emotional contagion through social networks,”
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 111(24)]
●
For one week in January 2012, researchers skewed what almost
700,000 Facebook users saw when they logged into its service
●

Some people were shown content with a preponderance of happy and
positive words
●
Some were shown content analysed as sadder than average.
●

●

The study found that manipulating the News Feeds could affect
the content which those users posted to Facebook.
●

More negative News Feeds led to more negative status messages, as
more positive News Feeds led to positive statuses.
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●

“that emotional states can be transferred to others via
emotional contagion, leading people to experience the same
emotions without their awareness.”
●

●

this emotional contagion can be achieved without “direct
interaction between people” - subjects were only seeing each
others’ News Feeds.

The effect is very small (as little as one-tenth of a percent of
an observed change).
●

But “Given the massive scale of social networks such as
Facebook, even small effects can have large aggregated
consequences. … In early 2013, this would have corresponded to
hundreds of thousands of emotion expressions in status updates
per day.”
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Predictably, the Facebook emotion contagion study
has generated a lot of controversy/discussion.
Some examples...
●
Duncan Watts (defending the study):
●

●

●

●

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/jul/07/fac
ebook-study-science-experiment-research
http://chronicle.com/blogs/conversation/2014/07/09/lesson
s-learned-from-the-facebook-study/

David Gorski (attacking the study):
●

http://www.sciencebasedmedicine.org/did-facebook-andpnas-violate-human-research-protections-in-an-unethicalexperiment/
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Tools
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VOSON
●

The VOSON software enables the collection and analysis of WWW
hyperlink and text content data, incorporating web mining, data
visualisation, text analysis and social network analysis. VOSON
clients/UIs:
web browser (VOSON)
●
plugin NodeXL template for Excel (VOSON+NodeXL) – will be
decommissioned end of 2015
●
R library (vosonR) – to be released in 2015
●

The VOSON software was developed over a period of 10 years at
the Australian National University (http://voson.anu.edu.au), with
funding from the Australian Research Council.
●
VOSON has been freely available to academics since 2006 and
non-academics since 2010, and around 2000 user accounts have
been issued to date.
●
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VOSON 2.0 web interface works with Firefox,
Chrome, Safari, iPad
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VOSON+NodeXL allows construction and import
of hyperlink networks from within NodeXL
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Big Data for Social Scientists –
ACSPRI Course
Univ of Queensland, 29 June – 3 July
●
early bird rate until 6th May
●
Instructors: Robert Ackland (ANU), Timothy
Graham (UQ)
●
Websites:
●

http://voson.anu.edu.au/big-data-analysis
●
http://www.acspri.org.au/winterprogram2015/
big-data-analysis-social-scientists
●
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Introduces students to collection and analysis of sociallygenerated 'big data' using the R statistical software and Gephi
network visualisation software.
●
Collect data from web pages, Twitter, Facebook and YouTube
●
Construct, analyse and visualise networks of people and
organisations (social networks) and terms (semantic networks).
●
Extract and analyse text data.
●
Conduct temporal analysis.
●
Filter and sample from large datasets
●
Identify and engage with advanced techniques for dealing with
very large datasets.
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We are developing a custom R library which provides a wrapper around the
following R libraries:
●
igraph (network analysis and visualisation)
●
twitteR (for collecting Twitter data)
●
tm (text mining)
●
RTextTools (machine learning package for automatic text classification)
●
RCurl (collecting WWW data)
●
XML (reading and creating XML documents)
●
R.utils (programming utilities)
●
wordcloud (text word clouds)
●
ape and dendextend (dendograms, hierarchical clustering)?
●
FactoMineR and homals (multiple correspondence analysis)
●
plyr and stringr (text sentiment analysis)
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Conclusion
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Whether big data makes an impact in social science is up to us
●
Depending on who you speak to (quantitative) social science is either in the doll
drums or we are on the brink of an exciting new phase of discovery driven by
social big data
●
There needs to be changes to education approaches
●

if we don't produce social science graduates with right skill set, we will be beholden to
computer scientists
●
don't forget (traditional) social science statistical techniques e.g. regression using
survey data
●
statistical network analysis (e.g. ERGM) is derived from logistic regression...so
students need to know about logistic regression (for e.g.)
●
programming courses (e.g. python) are fine but students should also take survey data
analysis course
●

●

We do need to work with computer scientists
●

●

but don't get stuck helping computer scientist optimise bus routing, crowd management, disaster
management (unless that is your thing...)

There is a risk that as internet increasingly tied up by companies, will be harder
for us to research it (unless we have deals with US companies)
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